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ABSTRACT Edge Computing is a novel computing paradigm moving server resources closer to end-
devices. In the context of IoT, Edge Computing is a centric technology for enabling reliable, context-aware
and low-latency services for several application areas such as smart healthcare, smart industry and smart
cities. In our previous work, we have proposed a three-tier IoT Edge architecture and a virtual decentralized
service platform based on lightweight microservices, called nanoservices, running on it. Together, these
proposals form a basis for virtualizing the available local computational capacity and utilizing it to provide
localized resource-efficient IoT services based on the applications’ need. Furthermore, locally-deployed
functions are resilient to access network problems and can limit the propagation of sensitive user data
for improved privacy. In this paper, we propose an automatic service and resource discovery mechanism
for efficient on-the-fly deployment of nanoservices on local IoT nodes. As use case, we have selected a
healthcare remote monitoring scenario, which requires high service reliability and availability in a highly
dynamic environment. Based on the selected use case, we propose a real-world prototype implementation
of the proposed mechanism on Raspberry Pi platform. We evaluate the performance and resource-efficiency
of the proposed resource matching function with two alternative deployment approaches: containerized
and non-containerized deployment. The results show that the containerized deployment is more resource-
efficient, while the resource discovery and matching process takes approximately 6-17 seconds, where
containerization adds only 1–1.5 seconds. This can be considered a feasible price for streamlined service
management, scalability, resource-efficiency and fault-tolerance.

INDEX TERMS IoT, edge computing, distributed computing, virtualization, resource discovery,
microservices, nanoservices.

I. INTRODUCTION
During the past decade, microservice architectures
(MSA) [1], [2] have superseded the monolithic service
architectures as the foundation of modern cloud computing
systems. MSA decomposes monolithic applications into
smaller independent services or processes that can be
distributed in the cloud computing infrastructure, which
ensures the performance optimization of applications and
the whole system in terms of flexibility, scalability, and
maintainability [2], [3]. Some well-known and promising
example enterprises adopting MSA architectures are Netflix
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and Amazon [1]. Recently, Edge Computing has extended
the cloud architecture by bringing parts of the microservice
architecture from data centers to edge servers, closer to the
end user and IoT devices [4]. Typically, these edge servers
reside within the access network infrastructure, e.g., co-
located with RAN base stations [5].

In many IoT cases, the connection between the IoT
devices and the access network is intermittent and/or low
in capacity. As a result, the unstable data path between
the sensor and actuator devices and the service components
causes problems in the service availability. This is highly
problematic with mission-critical tasks, such as health
monitoring or industry process control [6], [7]. For the
delay-sensitive IoT applications, such as continuous remote
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monitoring of patients in healthcare domain, it is important
that the most critical functions can be provided locally if
needed [8]. In situations where local monitoring devices
and sensors are disconnected from the rest of the network,
it is highly important to ensure the availability of enough
capabilities and resources needed to execute the critical
tasks using local computing. Bringing edge computing to
local level by deployment of microservices to local nodes
with sufficient computational capacity is a prominent way
to address the problem described above. However, as IoT
nodes are typically capacity-constrained, there is a need to
specify a lightweight version of microservices to enable
their deployment on the IoT nodes. Recently, the authors
of this paper have developed a concept of nanoservice
[9], [10], which can be seen as a miniature version of a
microservice, specifically dedicated to perform a single-
purpose granular operations, such as periodically reading
sensor data and sending it further to a gateway node,
performing a computational task when requested, accessing
a local database, or controlling an actuator based on
a request.

In our proposed decentralized nanoservice architecture,
the nanoservices are mainly designed based on request-
response paradigm that is traditionally implemented in a
centralized manner. In the architecture, a number of decen-
tralized components, operated by various stakeholders, need
to be seamlessly integrated to provide services based on the
current need in a dynamic operation environment consisting
of capacity-constrained, in many cases also mobile, devices.

This operational environment generates high requirements
for resource discovery and matching the discovered resources
to the needs of the system and the applications. Deploying
nanoservices at non-uniform, resource constrained local IoT
networks is much more complex since the service require-
ments are highly dynamic. Therefore, the traditional resource
discovery and orchestration mechanisms used in current
microservice architectures are not suitable in resource-
limited, highly dynamic and decentralized local environ-
ments [11]. Hence, this paper extends our previous proto-
type implementation of the nanoservice architecture [10],
by developing further its orchestrationmechanism to fulfil the
requirements of highly dynamic and decentralized operation
environment.

In summary this paper provides the following key contri-
butions:
• We develop further the concept of dynamic nanoservice
deployment mechanism to fulfil the needs of service
requirements in a non-uniform, resource constrained,
and highly dynamic local IoT environment.

• We propose a nanoservice and resource discovery
and matching algorithm to enable dynamic resource
allocation, and develop our prototype implementation
further by integrating dynamic resource discovery and
matching functionalities in it.

• We provide a performance evaluation of the pro-
posed dynamic nanoservice deployment and analyze

the feasibility of the prototype by comparing
non-containerized and containerized deployment
scenarios.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
elaborates the background, on-going work and relevant
concepts. We describe the selected use case in section III.
Section IV explains the dynamic nanoservice deployment
mechanism and section V provide the required system
configuration for the deployment. We perform the Proof-
of-Concept (PoC) implementation based on the defined use
case in section VI. Evaluation results are presented in section
VII. Finally, we provide discussion and future directions in
section VIII and conclude the paper in the section IX.

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
A. CLOUD-EDGE CONTINUUM
Cloud computing refers to the delivery of different electronic
services through the Internet. In cloud computing, the func-
tional service components, such as data storage, servers,
databases, software platforms and applications typically
reside in large centralized computing clusters, called data
centers. Cloud computing has been widely used as the
brains of many IoT based applications as it provides
practically unlimited computational, processing and storage
capabilities and global access. In addition to these undeniable
benefits, cloud computing also faces many challenges, such
as high latency and dependency on always-on network
connections.

Edge Computing is a concept developed to address these
challenges by bringing cloud computing resources near the
local devices. It enables features previously not available for
cloud computing, such as low-latency communication, but
also helps enhancing privacy protection by providing means
to process sensitive data close to its source and therefore
reduce the need to propagate it to public networks. It also
improves scalability and resource-efficiency with possibility
for data preprocessing and reduction near the source of
data [4], [12]. Multi-access Edge Computing (MEC) is a stan-
dard solution proposed by European Telecommunications
Standards Institute (ETSI) for enabling faster data processing,
analytics, storing, decision making and local offloading for
the next generation beyond 5G and 6G systems [5].

In local edge computing [13], the key idea is to push
processing even further to the network edge, involving the
sensor and actuator devices in processing computational
tasks. Local edge is also known as extreme edge, and local
edge computing is also known as mist computing [13]. Local
edge computing paradigm implies that some of the needed
communication can be performed at the local devices to
reduce the burden at access and core networks [14]. This
also ensures the local availability of the services for the end
devices, even if there is no connection available/established
with the higher tiers. The cloud - edge continuum, consisting
of the three tiers (cloud computing, core; edge computing,
access; and local edge computing, local) is illustrated
in Fig. 1.
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FIGURE 1. Focus of the paper.

B. MONOLITHIC VS MICROSERVICES VS NANOSERVICES
Monolithic service architecture was used in the first-
generation cloud systems [15]. In monolithic service archi-
tecture, various services and functions are encapsulated into
a single functional unit. The drawback of the monolithic
architecture is that a developer must build and deploy a
new version of the whole unit, when updates - even minor
ones - are needed. As a consequence, the management of
such architecture is resource consuming and leads to limited
scalability, maintainability and feasibility [16].

MSA paradigm has emerged during the past decade to
address the above-mentioned problems of the monolithic
service architectures. Microservice architecture allows the
developer to build, manage and update an application easily
as separate independent units [16]. It brings a number of
advantages in terms of flexibility and scalability. A few
studies have been performed in the context of deployment
of the MSA for various IoT applications based on the edge
[17], [18] and mist computing [19]. Microservices are widely
deployed in cloud data centers or edge cluster nodes in the last
few years. Furthermote, microservices provide the foundation
for distributed cloud computing and edge computing by
allowing logical and geographical distribution of system
components.

Local edge computing allows bringing edge cloud services
to local tier. However, since the IoT devices and sensors at the
local tier have very limited hardware resources and compu-
tational capabilities, most of the legacy cloud microservices
are too heavy to be managed on these local devices.
Therefore, we can recognize a clear need for a lightweight
version of microservices to perform local edge computing.
In our previous work, we have proposed a nanoservice-based
conceptual service model, ‘‘nanoEdge’’ [9], [10], where
local functions are virtualized as nanoservices - lightweight
versions of microservices - that integrate local functions
in the cloud-edge continuum. The proposed nanoservice
architecture allows dynamic deployment of the local services
according to the needs of the specific functions.

FIGURE 2. IoT Edge-Cloud models [9], [10].

C. IoT EDGE-CLOUD MODELS
In [20], [21], we have introduced three different architectural
models for IoT-based applications. Fig. 2 depicts these three
models. The first one is the ’traditional Cloud-IoT’ model,
where the sensors/devices at local networks sense and gather
the needed information and send most of the data to the
centralized cloud for the required processing, management
and storage purposes. However, this model suffers from long
latency and high network load. The centralized cloud also
forms a single point of failure. Therefore, it cannot fulfil the
delay and mission-critical application requirements that are
typical in e.g., healthcare applications.

To address these challenges, the second model ’2-tier
Edge IoT’ model integrates edge computing to the Cloud-
IoT architecture as an intermediate tier located at the access
network between the local and cloud tiers, bringing a part of
the cloud computing infrastructure closer to the end-users or
devices to address the challenges related to latency, efficiency
and reliability.
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The third model, ’3-tier Edge-IoT’ model integrates the
local devices as a part of the cloud computing infrastructure.
The local tier processing is highly crucial for mission-
critical applications that require continuous operation in
every situation, including the network outage. It also helps
improving resource-efficiency by allowing data reduction
functions at local tier to save network capacity in data-
intensive applications. Furthermore, local processing of data
can help improving data privacy and security by reducing the
need to deliver sensitive raw data further from the local tier.

D. LIGHTWEIGHT VIRTUALIZATION TECHNOLOGIES
Virtualization refers to a technology that generates a virtual
instance of different parts of a computer system, which can
be accessed through an interface. Since the lower functional
layers are abstracted behind an interface, the application or
service developers do not need to consider the complexity of
the underlying systems. Virtualization also allows modifying
and updating the underlying technologies without distur-
bances to users and applications above the virtualization
interface.

Hypervisor systems, such as Oracle Virtual Box and
VMware, is a traditional and widely adopted virtualization
technology. It creates an isolated environment that separates
the operating system from the underlying real physical
hardware to wrap and run one or many applications. As a
drawback, this virtualization technique is resource-hungry
and also introduces performance degradation when run on the
host machine, because each of the virtual machine is required
to run on the separate/individual guest operating system.

Container-based virtualization, on the other hand, shares
the OS kernel in addition to hardware resources (e.g CPU,
memory, storage etc.) to run an application on top of the
host and separates the virtualized instances by their processes.
Container runtime engine, such as Docker, LXC, LXD or
etc is required to run a containerized application. Among
these, Docker technology is seen crucial for empowering
the microservices architecture mainly due to its low over-
head, faster boot-up time, and less memory requirements.
To manage these containers, Docker may cooperate various
orchestration engines, such as Docker Swarm, Kubernetes,
Apache Mesos, and etc.

E. NANOEDGE CONCEPT
The NanoEdge concept takes the conventional MEC vision
even a step ahead by deploying some of the edge services
to the resource constrained local IoT nodes. Nanoservices
utilizes local computational resources for deploying parts of
cloud services in proximity of data sources and/or service
consumers. The nanoservices have certain requirements
in terms of node hardware capacity and capabilities. For
example, a oxygen saturation level detecting nanoservice
requires a pulse oximeter attached to the computational node
running it, and sufficient computational capacity to run the
function.

In our previous work [9], [10], we have developed a PoC
implementation of a virtualized nanoservice architecture for
local IoT edge networks. We have analyzed the feasibility
of deploying some edge services from the higher tiers to the
local tier, by utilizing the local hardware as the computing
platform. The prototype was implemented using Docker and
Docker Swarm technologies that enabled the deployment and
orchestration of nanoservices on low-capacity IoT nodes.
At the first phase, the composition and deployment of
these nanoservices were done in a static manner. In such
deployment, the needed service requirements are checked
manually before the actual deployment. In this paper,
the aim is to further extend this prototype implementation for
dynamic deployment of the nanoservices at the local IoT edge
networks.

III. USE CASE: COVID-19 PATIENT MONITORING
As use case, we consider a digital healthcare scenario,
where a patient has been diagnosed with a contagious
COVID-19 disease. To minimize the risk of spreading this
dangerous and highly contagious disease, it is beneficial
to treat patients at home as long as it is possible. In this
scenario, advanced remote monitoring using modern IoT
equipment is needed to determine if and when an infected
person should be hospitalized. In this use case, a home
treatment patient is given a medical device or wearables, e.g.,
smart/sport watches, smart clothing [22], or skin-mounted
biosensors [23] capable of measuring a patient’s health data.

When the patient is at a home quarantine, the sensor
information is analyzed locally to avoid extra load on hospital
systems, which is crucial in widespread pandemics, where
tens of thousands of patients may be taken care by a single
hospital. If a patient’s condition gets worse, the automatic
analysis of the monitored data can alert the personnel, who,
if needed, can make the decision of hospitalizing the patient.
In the scenario, the need for remote monitoring continues
in hospital (with increased intensity), since face-to-face
care needs to be minimized to avoid exposing the medical
personnel to the disease.

For simplicity, we have divided the remote COVID-19
patient monitoring system into four sub-tasks. These four
sub-tasks are indicted with alphabetic notation from A to D
and highlighted with red circles as shown in Figure 3.
The initial sub-task is related to the (A) data acquisition
where different types of medical sensors/devices are used to
monitor the current health status of a patient, e.g., the oxygen
saturation level (SpO2) of the blood, heart rate (HR) and
body temperature (BoT). When the patient is hospitalized,
actuators such as oxygen controller (OC) dosing oxygen
for the patient through an oxygen mask and a screen
(i.e., monitor) are used for keeping the oxygen in certain
required level and for displaying the patient status. All the
nanoservices and the devices used in this use case are shown
in Table 1.
The next sub-task (B) alerts activation checks if the

measured health values go beyond the threshold limits for
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FIGURE 3. COVID-19 patient remote monitoring using dynamic nanoservices deployment.

TABLE 1. Nanoservices and thresholds for the alert.

longer periods, e.g., 30 minutes. If this happens, an alert
nanoservice will be activated to send an alert notifying the
medical staff about the patient status, through e.g., an SMS
or email. The medical staff can now start (C) remote data
monitoring of the patient. If the data shows signs of severe
symptoms, the medical staff can fetch the patient with
an ambulance to the hospital and will arrange advanced
medical services in the last sub-task (D) Hospital monitoring
services.

In this use case scenario, it is crucial that the system
remains functional even when the quality of network
connectivity is occasionally low or even completely down.
In these situations, the continuous sensor data analysis can be
ensured using local sensors/devices computational capacity.
Therefore, e.g., alerts generated during network outages can
be sent to the hospital system when the network connection is
restored. At the same time, local analysis relieves the network
load and computational load on the hospital system, which
can be a significant factor to ensure the online healthcare
system functionality when there is a risk of system overload,
e.g., during severe pandemics such as COVID-19.

IV. DYNAMIC NANOSERVICE DEPLOYMENT
In this paper, we propose a dynamic orchestration solution
for our nanoEdge concept [9]. In its first PoC implementa-
tion [10], the node capabilities and the service requirements
needed to be manually checked before the deployment.
The mechanism proposed in this paper, makes the PoC
follow better the original nanoEdge concept, by providing an
automatic nanoservice deployment for dynamically changing
environments, based on node capabilities and service require-
ments. In the following subsections, we describe the cluster
formation and service deployment of our proposal in more
detail.

A. CLUSTER FORMATION
In the nanoEdge concept, the nanoservices are deployed
to the cluster of local nodes with different capabilities.
We distinguish two type of nodes, manager and worker
nodes. Themanager nodes are responsible formaintaining the
cluster and deploying services to the worker nodes, whereas
the worker nodes are executing those services. If a cluster is
made of multiple manager nodes, one is set to active. Active
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FIGURE 4. Dynamic nanoservice deployment model.

manager node initiates the cluster, while other manager nodes
are set to reachable status and used as the backup manager
nodes. The active manager node may demote from manager
role or leave a cluster at anytime. When the active manager
node is demoted from the manager role to the worker role or
left the cluster, then one of the manager nodes is activated
as a new leader from the other remaining manager nodes.
Manager nodes use the Raft Consensus Algorithm1 to elect
new active manager and manage the swarm (cluster) state.2

By decentralizing the cluster management this way, we can
avoid reliability problems that would arise from a single point
of failure. The whole orchestration process is done by the
orchestration engine.

In our proposed model, as shown in Fig. 4, the active
manager node distribute the nanoservices to the associated
worker nodes based on the service requirements. We denote
the set of manager nodes as M = {M1, . . .Mj, . . . ,MJ }.
It maintains a list of nanoservices in the service repository
that should be deployed: S = {S1, S2, . . . Sk . . . SK }. Each
nanoservice is characterised with a service profile Pk that
specifies the type and amount of resources necessary for the
service to be executed at the worker node. The set of worker
nodes is denoted by W = {W1, . . .Wi, . . . ,WI }. Similarly,
each worker node is characterised with a resource profile Pi
that specifies the amount and type of resources available for
execution of nanoservices.

1http://thesecretlivesofdata.com/raft
2https://docs.docker.com/engine/swarm/admin_guide

Service Sk has a service profile Pk =

{Tk , ck ,mk , bk , nk , sk} where T is the type of node, i.e., the
set of node capabilities T = {t1, . . . , ty, . . . , tY } necessary to
execute the service. Node capability t denotes the type of a
node, i.e., a sensor, an actuator or a computational resource.
Parameter c represents the number of CPU cores as an
integer value; m represents the memory requirement in MB;
b represents the battery requirement, i.e., whether the node is
operating with DC or AC power; n represents the type of the
network connection (i.e., patient’s LAN/PAN networks e.g.,
WiFi, Bluetooth, WBAN, etc.); and s represents the storage
requirement in MB. This is a general service profile, so if
the service does not have the requirement for certain worker
node property, its value is set to 0. Worker node Wi has a
node profile in the same format Pi = {ti, ci,mi, bi, ni, si},
representing the available resources at the time of allocation.
The notation is summarized in Table 2.

B. NANOSERVICE DEPLOYMENT
The dynamic nanoservice deployment mechanism is per-
formed in the following five steps, which are also marked
with red circles in Fig. 4.

Step 1: Resource Discovery — At the beginning, all
available resource information is gathered to generate a local
resource profile Pi at a worker nodeWi by itself with various
commands. The local resource profile includes configuration
or properties of a worker node. This step is performed by each
worker node right after joining the cluster.
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TABLE 2. Symbolic representation.

Step 2: Resource Reporting — The worker node Wi
initiate resource reporting procedure to store the resource
configuration as a resource profile Pi at the active man-
ager node Mj. This step is also performed by each
worker node right after the completion of the resource
discovery (step 1).

Step 3: Service Discovery — The active manager node
discovers the available nanoservices (i.e., container images)
from a remote service repository (for example, from a Docker
Hub or a private registry) after the resource reporting (step 2).
In this step, an active manager node generates a list of service
profiles S for each nanoservice located at the remote service
repository including all the resource requirements.

Step 4: Service-Resource Matching — Service require-
ments need to match the worker node capabilities. The active
manager node allocates a nanoservice Sk to a suitable worker
nodeWi.Worker node can executemore than one nanoservice
at the time only if it has sufficient capacities. This matching
process is a continuous process for all of the nanoservices.
The details of this procedure are given in the section IV-C.

Step 5: Service Deployment— The active manager node
starts deploying the matched nanoservices Sk (chosen in step
4) to the suitable worker nodesWi.

C. SERVICE-NODE MATCHING AND RESOURCE
ALLOCATION ALGORITHM
In our deployment we use a simple algorithm to select the
worker nodes to execute the different nanoservices. The
selected active manager node Mj allocates the nanoservices,
one by one, to the worker node that fulfill their requirements.
Thus, several nanoservices can be executed by one worker
node. After each assignment, the available capacities (e.g.,
remaining storage) of the worker node is updated. The steps
of the node-matching and resource allocation algorithm are
presented in Algorithm 1:

Algorithm 1 creates a resource-service configuration
profile by matching the nanoservice requirements over the
resources available at the worker nodes. The active manager
node sends a deployment request to the selected worker
node once the active manager node has the resource-service
profile along the list of worker nodes and the associated
deployable nanoservices. All these steps and the deployment
of nanoservices are done asynchronously. Each worker node
continuously informs to the active manager node about the
current state of the deployment.

Algorithm 1 Resource Allocation
1: FOR k = 1 to K
2: i = 1; Match = 0
3: WHILE Match = 0 and i < I + 1
4: IF tk ∈ ti, ck ≤ ci,mk ≤ mi, bk = bi, nk = ni, sk ≤ si
5: Match = 1; allocate sk to Wi
6: Pi = ti, ci − ck ,mi − mk , bk , nk , si − sk
7: ELSE i = i + 1
8: END IF
9: END WHILE
10: END

TABLE 3. Properties of the cluster nodes.

TABLE 4. CPU properties.

V. SYSTEM CONFIGURATION
In this section we give an overview of the system configura-
tion of our use case scenario, with the purpose to evaluate the
proposed dynamic nanoservice deployment solution.

In the deployment, we use two machines (i.e., J = 2)
as manager nodes (M) and five Raspberry Pis
(i.e., I = 5) as worker nodes (W). These devices are
non-uniform in terms of hardware functionalities and
computational capacities, in order to demonstrate the
resource-based selection algorithm in action. Depending
on the use case scenario, these nodes can host different
nanoservices based on types of sensors and actuators having
diverse computational resources.

Master node M1 is a laptop computer with 4 GB RAM
having Intel Core i3 2 GHz CPU, while master node M2
is a desktop computer with 16 GB RAM having Intel Core
i7 1.6 GHz CPU. Both are running with Debian based 64-
bits Ubuntu 18.04 Operating System (OS). All worker nodes
are running with Debian based 32-bits Raspbian GNU/Linux
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TABLE 5. Memory (RAM) properties (in MB).

10 (buster) OS. The summary of the cluster nodes used in
out evaluations is represented in Table 3, while the detailed
configuration parameters of the worker nodes are given
below.

1) CPU
The capacity of a CPU depends on the number of cores and
their clock speed alongwith other parameters e.g.,BogoMIPS
that is explained at the end of this section. The limits of these
parameters are defined by the device manufacturers. Table 4
shows the CPU properties of the five RPis used as the worker
nodes in the cluster.

The number of instructions that could be processed by a
computational node can be measured in millions instructions
per second (MIPS). The manufacturer of a CPU usually
defines the maximum limit of MIPS handled by the CPU.
When a CPU crosses this maximum threshold value, it faces
a deadlock causing the processor to hang on, and a reboot is
required to restore its functionalities. This limit is defined as
BogoMIPS (Bogus + MIPS).

2) MEMORY
The execution of tasks or the number of instructions also
depend on the random access memory (RAM) used by
a computer system. The overall memory footprint of our
worker nodes is shown in Table 5.
The total memory (i.e., first column in Table 5) is fixed

by the manufacturer. The memory value for the rest five
columns rely on the concurrent running processes at a worker
node (Wj). ’’Buffered/Cached’’ indicates the memory used by
kernel and applications in several I/O operations respectively,
whereas ’’Shared’’ indicates the memory used by TMPFS
(Temporary File System mounted in some operations).The
total memory and the available memory are calculated as
follows:

mt ∼= mu + mf + mbc
ma ∼= mbc + ms

Here, the total memory (mt ) is fixed for a RPi while the rest
of the memory, i.e., used (mu), free (mf ), buffered / cached
(mbc), available (ma), and shared (ms) memories are occupied
by various processes currently running in the RPis.

3) STORAGE
We have used an SD card on each RPi that contains a
host OS (along with other utilities) to operate the system.

TABLE 6. Storage (SD card) properties (in MB).

An important thing to note is that all the deployable
nanoservices are required to occupy certain amount of blank
storage to save its data onto the host machine. Table 6 shows
the measured SD card properties during the nanoservice
deployment.

4) POWER SOURCE
Low energy consumption is vital for resource-constrained
IoT nodes since most of them have high battery-life
requirements. Therefore, the nanoservice deployment for
such nodes should be made in an energy efficient manner.
In this implementation, we have used both the DC and
AC-powered worker nodes, as shown in Table 7.

Furthermore, we use in our implementation the informa-
tion on the charging status of the battery with the remaining
battery percentage. Here, we need to take into account that
the battery capacity degrades over its life-cycle. Therefore the
last column in Table 7 indicates the ratio between the last
observed energy (Watt-hour, Wh) and the observed energy
(Wh) at the manufacturing lab when the battery was new.

5) NETWORK CONNECTION
The worker nodes have WiFi and Bluetooth network inter-
faces for communication. Table 8 describes theWiFi network
properties. All worker nodes are equipped with 802.11 WiFi
network interface, giving 100 Mbps maximum speed and
30 meters of maximum coverage.

With Bluetooth, the maximum transfer unit (MTU) is an
important factor that defines e.g., the maximum allowed data
transfer rate (i.e., receiving:sending) between two Bluetooth
devices. Table 9 summarizes the Bluetooth capacities of our
worker nodes on the MTU for asynchronous connection-less
link (ACL) and synchronous connection-oriented link (SCO).
ACL MTU used to denote the receiving:sending rate for non-
voiced data packets while SCO MTU is used to denote the
receiving:sending) rate voiced data packets.

Bluetooth devices usually connect via either a USB (i.e.,
universal serial bus) dongle or a UART (i.e., universal
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TABLE 7. Battery properties.

TABLE 8. WiFi network properties.

TABLE 9. Bluetooth network properties.

asynchronous receiver/transmitter). A communication device
may use a USB dongle if it does not have built-in Bluetooth
(or UART) support. In our setup, both RPi 3 and RPi 4 use
built-in Bluetooth (with UART) with host controller interface
(or HCI) version 4.1 and 5.0. According to column 3 in
Table 9, for the non-voice data transfer (i.e., in ACL MTU)
all the worker nodes can receive 1021 packets and send
8 packets in a single transmission. In the case of voice data
transmission, the ratio between the receiving and sending data
rate is 64:1 for all the worker nodes.

6) SENSORS AND ACTUATORS
In our previous work, we deployed containerized nanoser-
vices into the worker nodes in a static manner [10]. In this
paper, we introduce Sensor-Actuator Detection API service
to detect the PROM, EPROM or EEPROM memory based
HAT (Hardware Attached on Top) and pHAT (partial HAT)
based sensors and actuators belonging to our worker nodes
by applying DiCola’s technique [27]. The Sensor-Actuator
Detection API service detected the following sensors and
actuators from the worker nodes of our setup.

VI. PROOF-OF-CONCEPT IMPLEMENTATION
A. PROPOSED MECHANISM
1) RESOURCE DISCOVERY
During the Resource Discovery, each worker node period-
ically looks for available CPU cores (ci), memory (mi),
storage (si), battery (bi), networking capacities (ni) and
sensors & actuators (ti) at its’ own. The overall worker nodes
configuration is presented at Table 11.

According to resource discovery, the body tempera-
ture (bot) and pulse oximeter (pom) sensors are belongs to
worker node W1 and W4 respectively. On the other hand,
the oxygen controller (oc) as well as data display (dd)
actuators are belongs to worker nodeW3 andW5 respectively.

All the discovered sensors and actuators are presented at 7th
column in Table 11. Rest of other discovered configurations
are summarized at columns 2 to 6. However, after the
successful resource discovery, each worker node stores own
resource configurations as a local Resource Profile (Pi) in
JSON format.

2) RESOURCE REPORTING
A CoAP RESTful API nanoservice is implemented with
txThings framework and deployed at the active manager
node. Each worker node maintains its own local resource
configuration profile (Pi), which is periodically sent to the
active manager node. Different dynamic URL endpoints are
introduced to detect and store the resource profile (Pi) at the
manager node.

3) SERVICE DISCOVERY
Docker Hub is a cloud repository service provided by Docker
for finding and sharing container images.3,4 Anyone can
pull the public images from Docker Hub and use those as
needed. For the security and confidentiality, an organization
can setup and use their own private repository5,6 which
can also be used in resource constrained IoT cluster to
improve the performance of the nodes used in the cluster.
However, our active manager node periodically looks for
containerized nanoservices from the Docker Hub service
repository, specified by us. Table 12 shows the dynamically
deployable nanoservices (defined in Table 1) used in our use
case scenario.

In our implementation, we put the requirements of a
nanoservice in JSON format into the description field of the
specific Docker image. The active manager node stores all the
nanoservices with their requirements in a JSON database as
a Service Profile (Pk ).

4) SERVICE-NODE MATCHING
The service-node matching nanoservice selects a nanoservice
Sk from S and allocate it to the suitable worker nodes. As we
discuss in Algorithm 1, this process is iterated for all available
nanoservices. Table 13 presents the overall matching results
with the nanoservices and the corresponding selected nodes.

The service-node matching algorithm generates a new
JSON database as a Service-Node Profile (Sk−Wi), including

3https://docs.docker.com/docker-hub
4https://searchitoperations.techtarget.com/definition/Docker-Hub
5https://www.docker.com/blog/how-to-use-your-own-registry/
6https://www.docker.com/blog/how-to-use-your-own-registry-2/
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TABLE 10. Sensors and actuators used at the cluster nodes.

TABLE 11. Overall cluster node configuration (Pi ).

the combination of nanoservice and a node that satisfies the
nanoservice requirements.

5) SERVICE DEPLOYMENT
At the service deployment phase, the containerized nanoser-
vices, given in Table 13, are deployed into the worker nodes.
Here, the active manager node initiates the deployment of
nanoservices into the optimal worker nodes, based on the
Service-Node Profile (Sk −Wi).

B. NANOSERVICE IMPLEMENTATION
Nanoservices required by our algorithm depends on various
software libraries. The required software libraries are pre-
sented in Table 14.
With aforementioned software libraries, we developed

the required nanoservices for various steps which is shown
in Table 15. For example, at the step 1, the sensor-actuator
detection engine (X11) nanoservice is developed to detect
the type of a sensor or an actuator used in the cluster node.
This dedicated CoAP RESTful API nanoservice is made with
python, txThings [28] and tinydb; to get the possible detail
of a sensor or an actuator. Furthermore, through the resource
discovery engine (i.e., X12) nanoservice, each worker node is
able to detect all its’ own available resources.We use upower,
lshw, bluez and jq commands to build the X12 nanoservice.
At step 2, the libcoap is used at each worker node to

create resource reporting engine (X21) which report all the
discovered resources. Moreover, the resource register server
(X22) nanoservice is used for saving the reported resource
configurations. This nanoservice is built with Python on top
of txThings framework.
On the step 3, the service discovery engine (X3) is

used to discover the nanoservices required by use case.
Initially Docker native search tool [29] is used to explore
the nanoservices from our predefined Docker Hub service
repository. The Docker native search tool is unable to detect
recent changes in the nanoservice images. Later, we use

the Docker engine API which can fetch new changes to the
Docker images [30]. In this step, jq is used at the active
manager node, to filter the requirements. The curl tool is used
to make HTTPS request during the service discovery through
the Docker engine API.

During the step 4, the service-resource matching engine
(X4) nanoservice consists of Python and is used to select the
suitable worker nodes for each nanoservice. Finally, at the
step 5, the service deployment engine (X5) is responsible
to start deploying the nanoservices into the suitable nodes
through docker-compose utility.

C. DEPLOYMENT APPROACHES
We deploy the proposed the aforementioned enabling
nanoservices in two alternative approaches: non-
containerized and containerized deployment.

Non-containerized deployment is directly involved with
different host machines. This means that the required
nanoservices are deployed directly without having a separate
virtualized layer. Therefore, for each worker node, an addi-
tional continuous monitoring system is required to ensure the
availability of the needed enabling nanoservices required by
all five steps. Moreover, laborious service upgrades, rolling
back and auto-scaling are the clear weaknesses when the
deployment is performed without containers.

Containerized deployment, for one, boosts the formation
of a sustainable cluster by generating a lightweight virtu-
alized environment on top of each machine to ensure the
efficient use of system resources and low-effort upgradeabil-
ity [31], [32]. Container Orchestration engine ensures the
availability of the needed nanoservices whenever a node joins
to the cluster. Thus, additional continuousmonitoring system,
which would be required at non-containerized deployment
approach, is not needed. Common orchestration features such
as service upgrading and rolling back, auto-scaling and self-
healing are achieved by this deployment.

In a nutshell, containerized approach brings several
application lifecycle management-related benefits over the
non-containerized approach with some expected reduction in
the performance and efficiency of the deployment. Therefore,
we identify the containerized approach as more favorable
approach with respect to the desirable above-mentioned
features.

D. DEPLOYMENT OF THE SCENARIO
We deploy the nanoservices defined in Table 15 which
enable our proposed dynamic deployment model. At first,
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TABLE 12. Target nanoservices to be deployed (Pk ).

TABLE 13. Nanoservices (Pk ) with matched resources (Pi ).

TABLE 14. Software libraries required by the PoC.

TABLE 15. Enabling nanoservices used by proposed algorithm.

our mechanism discovers the worker node configuration
presented in Table 11. For example, pulse oximeter device
(BerryMed BM1000B) reads the SpO2 and HRV from
its sensors. During the resource discovery, our proposed
mechanism successfully detects the sensor at the worker node
W4. At the step 1, W4 node is labelled with type pom to
indicate that the pulse oximeter sensor is discovered atW4.
During the step 2, all worker nodes send their discovered

resources to notify the active manager M1. The active
manager node is aware of the computational capacity of a

FIGURE 5. Testbed setup.

worker node once the worker accomplished its’ reporting.
After the reporting of theW4, the active manager node knows
that W4 requires SpO2 and HRV nanoservices.
We set the requirements of the nanoservices according to

use case scenario. For instance, SpO2 and HRV nanoservices
require pulse oximeter.We add pom to the requirement at both
nanoservices to indicate that these nanoservices require the
pulse oximeter to read the data. In this manner we build all
nanoservices according to their requirements and push them
into ourDocker Hub nanoservice repository. At the step 3, our
proposed mechanism obtains the nanoservices requirements
from the service repository i.e., Docker Hub. Nanoservice
discovery result is presented in Table 12.

At the step 4, our proposed algorithm performs service-
node matching. The nodes selected for each nanoservice, are
presented in Table 13. During the step 5, the active manager
node starts deploying each nanoservice defined Table 1 into
the selected nodes. The successful dynamic deployment of
nanoservices is presented in Figure 5.

VII. EVALUATION RESULTS
In this section, we compare the resource consumption
and end-to-end latency for the containerized and non-
containerized deployment approaches to evaluate the
resource-efficiency and performance of the proposed
mechanism.

A. STORAGE CONSUMPTION
Nanoservices consume different amount of storage based on
their requirements e.g software packages or tools. An OS
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TABLE 16. Storage consumption by the steps of algorithm.

executes and runs various applications through one or many
binary executable programs [33]. Depending on the nature
of an executable, our nanoservices require Python interpreter
or GCC compiler. In the use case, nanoservices X12 and X21
requireGCCwhile rest requirePython. Besides that, nanoser-
vices require additional software tools and components to run
the nanoservices. However, different package management
tools are used to install, update, upgrade, configure and
remove these binary executables [34], [35].

We deploy the nanoservices defined in Table 15 into
different suitable host machines. According to the Table 16,
resource discovery and reporting related X12 and X21
nanoservices are deployed into each work node. Furthermore,
different managerial X22, X3, X4 and X5 nanoservices are
deployed into active manager node M1. The sensor-actuator
detection nanoservice i.e., X11 is deployed at M2 manager
node, though it could be deployed at any node. Based on the
deployment approach, these nanoservices consume different
storage in their target nodes. The storage consumption is
summarized in Table 16.

1) NON-CONTAINERIZED DEPLOYMENT
In this case, nanoservices mentioned in Table 15, are
built with debian based apt package management tool and
deployed directly into each host machine without having a
separate virtual layer. The nanoservices deployed at both
manager node are built with Python 2.7.16 where each
worker node uses GCC to build the target nanoservices
required by each worker node. Through column 4 & 5,
storage consumption for the non-containerized deployment
is presented in the Table 16. Here, column 4 represents the
consumption for the base tool or component e.g., Python or
GCC whereas column 5 indicates the consumption for the
additional tools or components required by a nanoservice.
The total storage consumption is the sum of column
4 and 5. According to the Table 16, for non-containerized
deployment approach, nanoservices deployed at M1 and M2
consume 109.96 MB and 112.06 MB respectively while the
nanoservices required by a worker node consume 35.11MB.

2) CONTAINERIZED DEPLOYMENT
With Docker, we build custom lightweight container images
for the nanoservices presented in Table 15. These lightweight
images are generated from an existing structure known
as base image [36], [37]. Docker generates a base image

including a fundamental software component with basic OS
related commands. For example, a python related base image
contains a Python interpreter along with basic OS command
such as cd, ls etc. We build the nanoservice container
images from associated base alpine images depending on
their required base tool. X12 and X21 container images
are built from alpine:3.12.0 base image whereas other
nanoservices built from python:2.7.16-alpine base image.
According 6th column of Table 16, the alpine:3.12.0 base
image consumes 3.77 MB whereas python:2.7.16-alpine
consumes 61.65 MB disk space. The additional software
package or components are managed by apk alpine package
manager [38]. The disk consumption for additional required
software packages is presented in column 7. With additional
required software packages, both base images build custom
lightweight container images for different nanoservices. The
total storage consumption for a containerized nanoservice
is the summation of column 6 and 7. Storage consumption
for each step is shown in Table 16. According to the table,
for containerized deployment approach, the nanoservices
deployed at M1 and M2 consume 96.27 MB and 97.69 MB
respectively while nanoservices deployed at each worker
node consume 23.49MB.

3) SUMMARY OF RESOURCE CONSUMPTION ANALYSIS
In both non-containerized and containerized deployments,
common packages are shared among the nanoservices with
apt package manager and Docker respectively. In con-
tainerized deployment scenario, the base requirement is
less consuming as compared to non-container one. We also
notice that, in the containerized nanoservices, the size of the
depending packages/tools are slightly increasing. However,
related nanoservices deployed at M1 and M2 are 14.22%
and 14.71% more storage consuming while we choose non-
containerized deployment over containerized one. In the
worker nodes, associated containerized nanoservices are
49.47% less storage consuming as they compared with
non-container deployment approach.

B. LATENCY
Each step of the dynamic nanoservice deployment introduces
processing delay (i.e., latency, measured in milliseconds
ms). Figure 6 shows deployment steps and their associated
latencies. The steps are depicted with numeric circles while
latencies are depicted with capital letter L with the index of
the corresponding step and the processing node (Wi or Mj).
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FIGURE 6. End-to-end latency at the five steps of the algorithm.

The L1(Wi) represents the time required to discover all
the available resources at the worker node Wi during the
step 1 whereas L ′2(Wi) represents the time required to send
all the discovered resources to the active manager node
(M1) during the step 2. In the step 2, block-wise CoAP
data transfer mechanism over UDP is introduced during the
resource reporting to process the large data volume. However,
the active manager nodeM1 sends a confirmation message to
the Wi worker node once the reporting is done successfully
which introduces latency L ′′2 (Wi). At the step 3, the active
manager node M1 requires L3(M1) during discovery of the
nanoservices from a Docker Hub repository and L4(M1) to
match the nanoservices and selects appropriate worker nodes
during the service-resource matching at step 4. At the step 5,
the active manager nodeM1 commands the Docker engine to
deploy the nanoservices into the appropriate worker nodeWi,
which takes L5(M1) ms.
Total latency consists of (i) computational latency at step 1,

step 2 and step 4 and (ii) communication latency at step 2,
step 3 and step 5. We analyse computational and communi-
cation latency for both non-containerized and containerized
deployment approaches. During the measurement at every
steps, we take 20 samples and calculate the mean latencies
for an associated node (Wi or Mj). The mean latencies and
their variations for the non-containerized and containerized
deployment are presented in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8.

1) COMPUTATIONAL LATENCY
The computational latency comprises of L1(Wi), L ′2(Wi) and
L4(M1) for resource discovery (step 1), resource reporting
(step 2) and service-resource matching (step 4) respectively.

The computational latencies for these steps are presented
in Fig. 7.

During the resource discovery at step 1, X12 nanoservice
populates a resource profile (Pi) which is nearly 158.2 kB
at each worker node. We measure the total time required to
generate Pi and calculate the mean computational latency for
step 1. The overall mean computational latency L1(Wi) at step
1 for containerized and non-containerized deployments are
shown in Fig. 7(a).

During step 2, with X21 nanoservice, each worker node
initially sends the discovered resource profile Pi to the active
manager node with the CoAP’s default block size of 64 bytes
per message block. With the default block size Worker node
W1 takes 247000 ms (i.e., 247 s) requiring 2445 message
blocks. To speed up the resource reporting, we increase
the block size to CoAP’s maximum block size, i.e., 1024
bytes. In this case, we require 153 message blocks only.
Wemeasure themean latency for the reporting process at each
worker node. For the non-containerized and containerized
X21 nanoservice, the mean computational latency L ′2(Wi) at
each worker nodeWi are shown in Fig. 7(b).

At step 4, with X4 nanoservice, the service-resource
matching engine matches requirements of nanoservices with
the available resources of worker nodes. The average compu-
tational latency L4(M1) measured at the active manager node
M1 for the non-containerized and containerized deployments
are presented in Fig. 7(c).
Total Computational Latency: We observe the computa-

tional latencies for both non-containerized and containerized
deployment approaches of the nanoservices required by
steps 1, 2 and 4. In a certain node, the container-based
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FIGURE 7. Computational latency without and with containers.

FIGURE 8. Communication latency without and with containers.

nanoservices introduce more computational latency as com-
pared to non-containerized nanoservices. For instance, at the
step 1, worker node W1 takes 6980 ms (the orange bar) with
non-containerized deployment, and 7175 ms (the blue bar)
with containerized deployment. Nanoservices used at these
steps are served from virtualized server components. When
a host machine receives a request, it forwards the request to
a containerized nanoservice. As a result, these containerized
nanoservices require extra time in response to the coming
request from a host. Non-containerized nanoservices do not
require this extra time as they execute directly from the host
machine.

2) COMMUNICATION LATENCY
The communication latency comprises of L ′′2 (Wi), L3(Mj)
and L5(Wi) for resource reporting (step 2), service discovery
(step 3) and service deployment (step 5) respectively.
The communication latencies for these steps are presented
in Fig. 8.

At the step 2, we use the CoAP protocal during the
resource reporting. However, CoAP uses the unreliable UDP
protocol when the payload is exchanged in between the
server and client. As a result, in the reporting phase, there

is a chance for a packet loss. Our CoAP server sends a
confirmation message to ensure the delivery of the payload.
This confirmation process introduces additional latency
L ′′2 (Wi). The observations of L ′′2 (Wi) for different worker
nodes are summarized in Fig. 8(a).
In step 3, nanoservices are discovered from Docker Hub

repository through HTTPS request. At each container image,
the nanoservice requirements are written in the description
field. These requirements are extracted by the active manager
node during the step 3. We summarize our observations
related to Step 3 in Fig. 8(b).

At step 5, the active manager node sends a nanoservice
deployment request to the Docker engine at the worker
nodes. The worker immediately starts downloading the
nanoservice from the Docker Hub repository and deploys the
nanoservice at their own. For each worker node, we observe
the communication latency at step 5 for the containerized
deployment of the X5 nanoservice over the non-containerized
deployment. We summarize the observations in Fig. 8(c).
Total Communication Latency: Total communication

latency is higher with containerized nanoservices than
without it. In case the X3 is deployed at the manager node
with a container, the mean communication latency increases
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8.31% and 13.68% at manager nodesM1 andM2 respectively.
The reasons for this such as port forwarding or mapping from
host to container are already discussed in VII-B1.

3) TOTAL LATENCY
During the resource reporting phase at step 2, worker nodeWi
splits the whole 152.8 kB (kilobytes) payload into 153 blocks
having 1024 B (bytes) payload size for each block. Each
worker node sends message blocks to the active manager
node. In some of our measurements, the active manager
node starts the service discovery process as soon as it
gets the last massage block from worker node Wi. In this
scenario, the active manager node does not wait for the
response message that is to be sent to the worker node Wi.
Therefore, the communication latency L ′′2 (Wi) should not
consider during total latency calculation. Overall latency for
a worker nodeWi and manager nodeMj is:

L = L1(Wi)+ L ′2(Wi)+ L3(Mj)+ L4(Mj)+ L5(Wi)

TABLE 17. Total deployment latency.

The total latencies are presented in Table 17. Total
latency increases by approximately 1-1.5 s when container
is used compared to non-containerized deployment. Similar
observations are made for both M1 and M2 manager nodes.
When we take into account L ′′2 (Wi), the total latency L(Wi) at
worker node Wi is increases for approximately 0.5 s in both
deployments.

VIII. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
This work provides a potential solution for a dynamic
deployment of IoT services, consisting of decentralized
nanoservices, in a heterogeneous cluster of IoT nodes.
In this paper, we consider a remote healthcare monitoring
use case for a COVID infected patient to highlight the
benefits of dynamic nanoservice deployment in a real-world
scenario. For this purpose, we demonstrated the feasibility
of dynamic resource allocation through PoC implementa-
tion. The proposed resource-aware dynamic nanoservice
deployment mechanism shows how the needed nanoservices
are deployed from a Docker Hub repository to resource-
constrained IoT cluster nodes based on service requirements.

With the proposed resource-matching mechanism,
the nearby available hardware resources can be dynamically
discovered and matched with medical service requirements
to deploy different parts of the medical service to the
most suitable nodes in the cluster of available local

nodes. Dynamic resource availability is vital for ensuring
continuous monitoring of a patient in our scenario, where the
patient along with the attached medical sensors and needed
equipment/local computing hardware moves from home to
ambulance and then from ambulance to the hospital. In this
case migration/orchestration of the services/resources (from
home to ambulance and then to hospital) are managed by the
edge servers.

We have evaluated the storage consumption and the
nanoservice deployment latency in two different deploy-
ment approaches: with and without containerization. Both
approaches have their own merits and demerits. The deploy-
ment of container-based nanoservices takes 1-2 seconds
longer than with non-containerized services. This comes
from the additional overhead of sending the requests
from the host to the container application. On the other,
non-containerized nanoservices are more resource consum-
ing compared to containzerized nanoservices. However,
container-based deployment has significant benefits in terms
of better upgrading mechanism, scalability, self-healing and
automated bin packing with minimal downtime. Therefore,
additional 1-2 seconds in the deployment phase are tolerable.
This evaluation work was performed in the context of

a remote monitoring healthcare scenario for a COVID
patient. However, the results can be generalized to any
IoT application scenario with dynamically changing service
requirements. For example, in the case when there is unstable
access network connectivity, the deployment of dynamic
nanoservices is vital for executing the local processes/tasks
until the connection to access networks get stable.

Our work has several future directions. In this work,
we have enabled dynamic nanoservice deployment, based
on the availability of the hardware resources in the cluster.
However, we did not yet consider the current load or
performance with more complex architectures, protocols and
etc., of the cluster nodes in the nanoservice deployment.
Therefore, using AI/ML approach to enable dynamic load
and performance-aware service deployment would further
improve the performance of decentralized nanoservice archi-
tectures on clusters of resource-constrained IoT nodes,
and would therefore be an interesting direction for future
research. Moreover, the comparison of the system perfor-
mance can be evaluated using different network architectures
(different network topologies/serverless architecture) and
also from the perspective of implementing various resource
matching algorithms. Future work also includes distributed
mechanisms to establish trust between different nanoservice
providers, such as DLT and Blockchain approaches, to ensure
sufficient privacy and security of the local IoT services.

IX. CONCLUSION
This article proposes and evaluates a model for enabling
dynamic resource-service matching in distributed local edge
computing. This work extends our previously developed local
edge computing architecture (nanoEdge) for constrained
IoT setups, by enabling automatic resource discovery and
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deployment on highly dynamic IoT scenarios. To showcase
the feasibility of the model in real-life scenarios, we have
chosen a topical Covid-19 patient monitoring use case as
a basis for evaluation. The proposed dynamic resource-
service matching mechanism is evaluated by implementing
and comparing two alternative approaches, a containerized
approach providing on-the-fly configuration of nanoservices,
and a simple non-containerized approach with fixed service
configuration.

According to the results, the service deployment takes
slightly more time when containers are used, compared to
the non-containerized approach. On the other, containerized
nanoservices are more resource efficient. Overall, con-
tainerization provides clear advantages in terms of service
management, such as effortless upgrading, rolling back
and auto-scaling. It also ensures the sufficient scalability,
resource-efficiency and fault-tolerance required by highly
dynamic yet resource-constrained IoT scenarios. Although
the evaluation was made for a healthcare scenario, the results
can be generalized to any IoT scenario with dynamically
changing service requirements and available resources in
unstable access network connectivity. The future work
includes taking into consideration the current load and
performance of devices in the nanoservice deployment and
distributed DLT/Blockchain mechanisms to establish trust
among various service providers.
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